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The growth of transnational satellite television in Asia in the early to mid 1990s has been quite 
spectacular. There was and still is much conjecture about the impact of transnational satellite 
television. The transnational broadcasters projected significant audiences in their promotion to 
marketers/advertisers. Governments and domestic broadcasters cited adverse effects on 
citizens in justifying regulation But the impacts claimed by the broadcasters and feared by 
national governments have not always been realised across the region, prompting the present 
research involving interviewing industry executives and utilising secondary data. Based on its 
findings this paper suggests that the impact of the new medium is dependent on a whole range 
of politico-economic, socio-cultural and media environment factors Thus this paper seeks to 
provide an analytic framework for understanding how and when transnational television has an 
impact on any country, particularly developing ones It challenges both the media imperialism 
school of thought as well as the television free-market proponents, by stressing media ecology 
and cultural hybridity. The aim of this paper is to assist broadcasters in deciding on their 
programming and business strategies, as well as help government policy-makers in planning 
how to regulate and manage the new medium. 
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The growth of transnational satellite television in Asia in the early to mid 1990s 
has been quite spectacular. There was and still is much conjecture about the 
impact of transnational satellite television. The transnational broadcasters 
projected significant audiences in their promotion to marketers/advertisers. 
Governments and domestic broadcasters cited adverse effects on citizens in 
justifying regulation. But the impacts claimed by the broadcasters and feared by 
national governments have not always been realised across the region, 
prompting research involving interviewing industry executives and utilising 
secondary data. Based on its findings this paper suggests that this may well be 
because the impact of the new medium is dependent on a whole range of 
politico-economic, socio-cultural and media environment factors. Thus this 
paper seeks to provide an analytic framework for understanding how and when 
transnational television has an impact on any country. It challenges the media 
imperialism school of thought as well as the television free-market proponents, 
by stressing media ecology and cultural hybridity. The aim of this paper is to 
assist broadcasters to decide on their programming and business strategies, as 
well as help government policy-makers to know how to regulate and manage 
the new medium. 

INTRODUCTION 

The advent of transnational satellite television in the early 1990s caught Asia unawares. 

It captured the imagination of audiences in many countries under the satellite broadcast 

footprints who had been long accustomed to unimaginative public broadcasting and controlled 

commercial broadcasting The transnational medium fostered a dramatic growth in the sales of 

satellite dish-antennae and the establishment of cable networks, illegal and quasi-legal. Often 

overtaken by events, governments in the region naturally reacted with a range of regulations 

and policies to what was perceived as cultural imperialism which would undermine their 

national political-economic and socio-cultural agenda Governments and domestic 

broadcasters claim adverse effects on citizens in justifying regulation and industry protection 

The transnational broadcasters claim significant audiences in then promotion to marketers and 

advertisers But confident in their dominant market shares, domestic broadcasters were often 

slow to face up to any threat to their audience shares, while advertisers remained sceptical of 

the benefits of transnational satellite television for then products, at least in its early form as a 
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pan-Asian elite medium. So there is still much speculation and conjecture about the impact of 

transnational satellite television even now, six years since it first arrived in Asia 

This raises the issue of what impact the new medium can and does have directly on the 

broadcasting and advertising industries of the diverse nation-states in Asia, and indirectly on 

socio-cultural change To date the evidence cited in support of government intervention in the 

transnational satellite television industry has been largely anecdotal and speculative in nature. 

The only other data is proprietary market research commissioned by the broadcasters 

themselves such as audience ratings which are well guarded commercial secrets and largely 

uncritical in orientation Adopting an empirical approach and utilising both qualitative and 

quantitative data, gathered from primary and secondary sources, this paper will seek to 

provide a critical analysis of the impact of transnational satellite television in Asia. The 

research conducted involved semi-structured interviews with just over 100 key decision 

makers drawn from executives in the broadcasting and advertising industries, market and 

social researchers, and government regulators and national policy-makers The findings of this 

research are summarised in this paper in the form of an analytical framework which seeks to 

aid systematic thinking about whether or not transnational satellite television will have impact 

in a particular country and which could serve as a basis for managing the change. 

A N A L Y T I C A L F R A M E W O R K 

There is a need in the study of transnational satellite television for an overarching 

framework for analysing systematically the various interacting factors, as well as to serve as a 

basis for a critical, even ethical, stance on its development and management. Such a analytical 

framework was implicit in the research questions that were the focus of all data collection in 

all three countries selected as sites of investigation, namely Indonesia, India and Greater China 

It is made explicit in the analytical framework (Table A) expounded on below which, while not 

covering all the factors involved in the highly complex impact of transnational satellite 

television, highlights the most recurrent ones to surface in the interviews, secondary data and 

content analysis. In other words, it is inductively derived from the results of field research, as 

the explanation and application of each of the factors will demonstrate The three-to-five 

labelled points on the continuum for each factor are by no means exhaustive and are selectively 

designed for their relevance to the phenomenon of transnational satellite television. In a more 

traditional model, the business performance of transnational broadcasters could constitute the 

independent variable, the changes in the media and advertising industries would constitute the 

dependent variables, with the politico-economic and socio-cultural factors constituting the 

intervening variables However such a model would be highly deficient given the complexity 

and multi-directional nature of the relationships between the factors, as indicated by the 

research data Nonetheless for simplicity, this analytical framework implies that the potential 
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for greater impact of transnational satellite television may be traced generally via the left-hand 

extreme of the continua in this inventory of significant factors 

Table A: A framework for analysing the impact of transnational satellite television 

POLITICO-ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 

World-economy integration: 
Free-market—Social democratic—Market-socialism—Communist/isolationist 
Population/market size: 
Populous/large—Medium/ average—Sparce/small 
Business/investment controls: 
Laissez-faire—Specific restrictions — Bureaucratic/restrictive—Political patronage 
Broadcast regulations: 
Active suppression—Latent suppression—Complacent Inaction—Prudent Inaction—Regulated access--
-Liberal access 
Technological level: 
High-tech/electronic—Modern/mass production—Intermediate technology—Traditional/ agrarian  

SOCld-CWLTimAT, EN VTRONMENT 

Language competence: 
World/regional language—Functionally bilingual—Limited bilingualism—National monolingual. 
Audience sophistication: 
Urban/affluent cosmopolitans—Urban/affluent locals—Rural/affluent locals 
Colonial experience: 
Neo-colonialised—Selective assimilation/positive experience—Violent rejection/negative experience— 
Uncolonised 
Diasporic communities: 
Extensive/worldwide—Rcgional/subregional—Tempo rar\ /expat nate—Lunited/non-inigratory 

MEDIA/BROADCASTING ENVIRONMENT 

Terrestrial/spillover television: 
Limited choice/high information—Moderate choice/mixed programming—Wide choice/ high 
entertainment 
Cable networks: 
Extensive/neighbourhood operators—Average/medium-size businesses—01 igopolistic/multi-service 
operators (MSOs)—Monopolistic/non-cxistcnt 
Film/video production industry: 
Highly productive/well established—Limited production/relatively new—Virtually non-existent 
Programming sources: 
Extensive imports—Mixed imports/local—Cloned programming-—Local genre dominant 
Consumer access costs 
Low-cost cable—Moderate cost/pa> -TV—High-cost/dish-owncrship or DTI I 

APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION 

Politico-economic environment (Table B) 
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World economic iiilcyicilion: Despite (heir earlier socialist, non-aligned, isolationist 

policies, all three countries have sought greater integration into the capitalist world-system in 

the last decade or so Certainly they were not coerced, if by that one meant that they were 

militarily or diplomatically rail-roaded into joining, but there was simply no viable alternative in 

a capitalist-dominant world especially post-Cold War, unless the consequences for North 

Korea or Cuba were considered desirable Whether China will be able to maintain its 

communist political system while pursuing a market economy, India its socialistic bureaucracy 

while liberalising, or Indonesia its military-authoritarian government while privatising has yet 

to be seen. However, one might assume that the erosion of political power evident already in 

those countries presages greater liberalisation and democratisation in the longer term, be that 

years or decades from now. So in the process of globalisation it is evident that domestic 

television in each country faces a conflict over control between its nationalistic political-

bureaucratic elite and its transnationally-oriented capitalist middle and upper-classes. 

Therefore public broadcasters such as TVRI, DD and CCTV are invariably constrained in their 

exercise of national hegemony over the medium by the incremental integration of their 

respective nations, Indonesia, India and China, into a global economic system. 

Table B: Politico-economic environment of transnational satellite television 

Selected factors Indonesia India China 

World-economic Free- Social- Market-
integration market democratic socialism 

Population size Populous/ Populous/ Populous/ 
dense dense dense 

Business/investm controls Political Specific Bureaucratic/ 
patronage restrictions restrictive 

Broadcast regulations Liberal Controlled Latent 
access access suppression 

Technological level Modem/ Modern/ Modern/ 
_________ mass prodn mass prodn mass prodn 

Population size The more populous a country', all things being equal, the more likely 

that it would be targeted by transnational satellite broadcasters because it represents a sizeable 

market for audiences to be sold in turn to advertisers All three countries used as case-studies 

in this research are populous and that explains in part their interest to broadcasters and 

advertisers, though the differing levels of interest can be explained by other contributory 

factors to be discussed later However transnational satellite television is sometimes a boon to 

audiences in sparsely populated sub-national regions cither not targeted by domestic 

broadcasters or beyond the reach of terrestrial transmission means Thus in its early years, 

StarTV attracted sizeable audiences from the western provinces of the PRC which were 
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ethnically non-Han Chinese in ethnicity But because thev were also the poorer, rural 

provinces, advertisers were not impressed with the audience size claimed by the transnational 

broadcaster for the country as a whole Therefore the role o f population size in the potential 

impact o f transnational satellite television needs to be qualified by the relative level o f cultural 

sophistication and economic affluence of the population o f each country or geo-linguistic 

market. 

Business investment controls. All countries have controls on foreign investment to a 

degree, and the media industry in particular attracts attention on the grounds that it is a 

national cultural resource and involves issues o f national security. Perhaps more to the point, 

control o f the media and thus its message content is critical to a particular political power-

group or at least a socio-economic elite strata o f society. In Indonesia ownership o f all 

businesses has to be in the hands of locals or i f not, be joint-ventures, and the same applies to 

the television industry. The licensing o f commercial broadcasters, a politically-sensitive 

matter, reflects the importance of patronage by the president o f his family and political allies. 

Given its socialist, non-aligned pedigree India still has controls on business and investment, 

though in recent years o f liberalisation it is increasingly bowing to pressure for foreign 

investment in all industries. As usual the media industry has specific controls on ownership, 

•but even here the Indian government is conceding minority equity participation by foreign 

media corporations, which is a marginal a step up from the non-equity strategic alliances 

already in existence. China permits foreign direct investment but the process is said to be 

highly bureaucratic, requiring political connections to cut through it. However in the media 

industry, anything more than strategic alliances is frowned upon and the commercial media 

industry remains in the hands of provincial and municipal levels of the state or communist 

party operating nominally as businesses. Thus in one form or another, all three countries 

studied in this thesis maintain strict controls over investment in the media, especially the 

television industry, though in reality this is being increasingly eroded 

Broadcast regulations. All countries maintain a form o f regulation o f access to 

transnational satellite television on a range from 'Active suppression' to 'Liberal access' through 

which these may shift over time, as explained extensively in.Chapter Four. This policy is often 

related to the regulation o f domestic television broadcasts, motivated by issues dealt with 

under the factor o f freedom of expression above Indonesia grants its citizens controlled 

access via the liberal licensing o f satellite dish-antennae, perhaps counting on their prohibitive 

cost and the language barrier against transnational programming to limit the impact on the 

country India, on the other hand, has opted for controlled access after a long period of 

complacent inaction when it was hamstrung by the legal vacuum created by outdated 

telecommunications laws By contrast, China moved from a policy of 'Complacent inaction' 

initially to 'Latent suppression' following some unflattering coverage by StarTV and other 

transnational broadcasters o f us political system, and now may be moving towards 'Prudent 
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inaction' in support of multiservice operations owned by tlic army, state or party As a general 

aile, a policy oi~ allowing access or at least oi' not overtly restricting is favourable to the 

growth of transnational television in a particular country, though this needs to be qualified by 

yet other factors 

Socio-cultural environment (Table C) 

Language competence: On this dimension of facility with a world or major regional 

language it is reasonable to compare only urban metropolitan areas across these three markets 

In Indonesia, English is utilised minimally in the capital city of Jakarta and the other major 

commercial metropolises, usually primarily within multinational corporations and service 

industries There is certainly recognition of the value of mastering this international language 

as evidenced by the numerous commercial tuition centres offering English classes. However in 

terms of an audience for transnational television broadcasts in English such as those of StarTV 

initially there was a very limited market which industry informants believed to be virtually 

confined to expatriates Bahasa Indonesia is the lingua franca and is similar to the Malay 

spoken in Malaysia and Bainei, as well as parts of southern Thailand and southern Philippines, 

making them a sizeable market for subregional language programming, whether by spillover 

terrestrial or transnational satellite television 

Table C: Socio-cultural environment of transnational satellite television 

Selected factors Indonesia ^[9. Q1J.ru:!. 

Language competence Limited Functionally National 
bilingualism bil ingual monolingual 

Audience sophistication Urban/ Urban/ Urban/ 
local cosmopltn local 

Colonial heritage Violent Selective Uncolonised 
rejection assimilation 

Diasporic communities Limited Extensive/ Extensive/ 
non-migrtry worldwide wor ldwide 

The situation in India is somewhat different since English is taught in most public 

schools, even if facility with the language may vary considerably There is a strong tradition of 

an English-language press and literature in urban areas, and a considerable proportion of 

domestic public television broadcasting is in English In the context of the tensions over 

cultural hegemony by the north over the south of the country, English is probably the de facto 

national lingua franca oi' India, especially as it is the medium of the national government and 

international business Even though English might be spoken by a small percentage of Indians, 

given the population of the country there has always been a sizeable audience in the country 

for the Ent>lish-language programmes of transnational television broadcasters, such as StarTV 

But in the urban metropolises of Greater China, only in I long Kong is English spoken to any 
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extent, while even in cities such as Beijing, Shanghai Guangzhou and Taipei it is virtually 

impossible to operate without a knowledge o f Mandarin or the local dialect outside o f 

multinational corporations and tourist services Therefore the only transnational satellite 

channels which have been able to attract viable audiences in Greater China have those like Star 

Chinese, CTN or TVBS which broadcast entirely in Mandarin 

Audience sophistication: The more affluent and cosmopolitan the urban metropolitan 

areas o f a country, the more likely that it will be a market for transnational satellite television 

The prime markets for StarTV would have been those which rank among the NICs o f Asia 

except for the fact that Singapore and Malaysia have government restrictions on access, and in 

Thailand and to a lesser extent Taiwan there are language barriers to be overcome. But in 

essence it is the commercial and political capital cities which have driven the demand for 

transnational television, and so the markets in Asia are largely defined by the greater 

metropolitan areas o f Bombay, Delhi, Taipei, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Jakarta and Medan rather 

than their respective countries While there might be affluent audiences in other urban or rural 

regions o f the various countries under the satellite footprint they are better described as being 

local in out look in constrast to being cosmopolitan. They often represent a secondary market 

for transnational satellite television, one better catered to by subregional or subnational 

language programming. Speaking in very general terms, the urban consumers in cities such as 

Bombay and Hong Kong, are not only as wealthy as those in some other cities in the region, 

but are perhaps more cosmopolitan in their outlook and consumption habits, given their 

greater exposure to Western culture. Critical as audiences are to the performance o f 

transnational satellite broadcasters, advertisers are less interested in their size per se as with 

their buying power and cultural sophistication. 

Colonial experience: Since its sale to Murdoch's News Corporation, there has been 

concern among nations in the Asia region over cultural imperialism via StarTV, though this 

attitude is often at odds with their determination to achieve economic development. However 

the positive colonial experience and peaceful transition to political independence has made the 

Indian population more susceptible to the English-language and Western-geared programming 

which was initially predominant on transnational satellite television. But this was not the case 

Indonesia which rejected the Dutch language for Malay following the violent overthrow o f its 

colonial power. In any case, Dutch is not a world-language nor is Netherlands a major 

producer o f television programming for world markets China was never colonised by 

Western powers except for the treaty ports wrested from them, and hence it has had an 

intermittent history of xenophobia In one sense the Mandarin language is a colonial language 

imposed by the Han Chinese on ethnic groups in regions such the western and southern 

provinces o f the PRC or the highlands of Taiwan All three countries studied, namely 

Indonesia, India and China, have utilised public television enhanced by satellite technology as 

means of promoting national integration, social development and economic modernisation 
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But their concerns about neo-colonialism via the media, though not via integration with the 

capitalist world economy, has been responsible for restrictions on access to transnational 

television broadcasters their citizens 

Diasporic communities: There is a tendency to think of population in terms of national 

size, although for transnational satellite television, the relevant population size is all those 

conversant in a particular language of broadcast or ol~ similar culture under its footprints. 

Even when a transnational broadcaster adopts a sub-regional or even a quasi-domestic 

programming strategy, there are potential audiences outside the nation-state targeted among 

ethnic/language groups which have recently or historically been resident across political 

boundaries. This is the case with India which shares ethnic groups with Pakistan, Bangladesh, 

Nepal and Sri Lanka. Then there are South Asians expatriates such as in the Middle East, or 

immigrants in Southeast Asia, the South Pacific, East Africa, the Caribbean, North America 

and Europe. A parallel situation exists in Greater China and among Overseas Chinese 

predominantly in East Asia such as in the urban areas of Thailand, Philippines, Malaysia and 

Indonesia, and also worldwide. In contrast Indonesia has a national language similar to 

Malaysia's, namely Malay which it is spoken only in a limited fashion in southern Thailand, 

southern Philippines, and eastern Madagascar There are few Indonesian migrants outside the 

Southeast Asia region, and they are largely confined to the Netherlands, its former colonial 

power, and South Africa, another former Dutch colony, where the language is in relative 

disuse. 

Media/broadcasting environment (Table D) 

Terrestrial'spillover television: As mentioned earlier, Indonesia developed a multiple 

commercial and public television channels ahead of the arrival of StarTV, and this, among 

other factors, helps explain the lack of impact of the transnational medium there. Likewise, 

Hong Kong had two commercial broadcasters providing four channels, one of which was the 

market leader by far in the territory as well as in southern China, and because of the 

restrictions on StarTV broadcasting in Cantonese, TVB's leadership was unchallenged. On the 

other hand, India and Taiwan had limited and highly-controlled public or pseudo-commercial 

television, which precipitated the establishment of quasi-legal cable networks utilising 

videotape programming, which in turn were catalysts for the penetration of transnational 

satellite television The greater the government's control over the domestic television whether 

by direct ownership or censorship, the more likely the programming was to be high on 

information and low on entertainment due to an emphasis on development and political 

education Almost invariably, this precipitates consumers' search for alternatives in television 

entertainment whether via spillover, video, cable or satellite Markets that are accustomed to 

spill-over television would normally be thought to be primed for reception of transnational 

television via satellite However, if the audiences have access to ample choice via both 

spillover and domestic sources at low cost and in a familiar language, as is the case with 
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southern China and norlhci n/weslcrn Indonesia, they are unlikely to lie keen on transnational 

satellite television especially it it is in a foreign language or dialect, and its access is more 

costly. Thus the more diversified and liberal the domestic television industry and/or greater 

the access to spillover terrestrial television in a country or subregion, the less of a market for 

transnational television it is 

Table D: Media environment of transnational satellite television 

Selected factors Indonesia India China 

Terrestrial/spillover Moderate/ Limited/ Limited/ 
television mixed prog high-info high-info 

Cable networks Monopolistic/ Extensive/ Average 
non-existent ncighhouihd medium-busn 

Consumer access costs High-cost/ Low-cost/ Moderate-cost/ 
dish or DTH cable pay-TV 

Film/video production Limited Highly Highly 
industry productn productive productiyc 

Cable networks. The success of transnational satellite television in Asia has been 

highly dependent on the development, even pre-existence of cable networks, whether legal, 

illegal or quasi-legal. In the first two markets where StarTV took off, namely India and 

Taiwan, cable networks had preceeded the arrival of the new television medium, created by the 

demand for alternatives to the government-controlled media. In China its ownership by 

municipal and state governments or government-owned industry has been instrumental in 

undermining the central government's directives against access to the transnational satellite 

television. The cable networks in Asia usually existed in a legal vacuum caused by the 

government regulatory' lag over technology change in communications, and the belated 

attempts to legalise the medium were dictated largely by the status quo of an established cable 

industry Indonesia was the only country studied which did not have a cable industry though it 

was suspected that there was much cable-sharing of pooled satellite dish antennae by 

neighbours The lack of cable industry and thus ease of access in Indonesia explains in part 

why audiences, advertisers and broadcasters of that country were the least affected of the three 

countries researched by the transnational satellite medium 

In all three countries researched the governments seized on the opportunity provided 

by the introduction of new broadcasting legislation to attempt to control the transnational 

television via the domestic cable networks, by stipulating what could be retransmitted as well 

as insisting that they carried the domestic terrestrial channels as well Multi-service operators 

(MSOs), a later development usually following the legalisation of cable networks as in India 

and Taiwan, not only carry the transnational satellite and domestic networks, but also channels 

of their own and are producers of programming lor some of the domestic and transnational 
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networks In providing their own channels MSOs are sonielinies responsible for packaging 

programming from these other networks along with their own in order to better target their 

subscribers by demographic and psychographic dimensions Since MSOs are relatively recent 

entrants into the transnational satellite television equation, it is somewhat premature to 

ascertain their impact on transnational broadcasters and advertisers, though it does seem that it 

is generally positive in terms of promoting greater penetration of audience markets 

Consumer access costs: A critical factor with the penetration of transnational satellite 

television in Asia has been the cost of access to the average consumer. In Indonesia, where 

cable networks have not existed, the cost of access via satellite dish-antennae was high, and as 

such StarTV, for instance, was a medium confined to the upper socio-econonmic classes. This 

was especially so in most of the country since the footprint of the AsiaSatl satellite covered 

primarily the northern part of Sumatra island, and so large, expensive dishes were required 

elsewhere in the country. Even in the late 1990s, cable access in both Indonesia and Hong 

Kong was through pay-TV monopolies which were relatively expensive for consumers. 

Whereas the pre-existence of neighbourhood cable operators in India and Taiwan, and 

medium-sized factory or municipal-owned networks in China had brought the cost of access 

down to a level where certainly even the lower middle-class could afford it. The impending 

development of these networks into oligopolistic multi-service operators under government 

regulation is not expected to adversely affect cost of access Direct-to-home television by the 

transnational broadcasters could be a threat to the cable industry, but only if and when they are 

able to lower their hardware and subscription costs to the level that consumers in many Asian 

markets have become accustomed, and if there are no media alternatives such as so-called 

free-to-air satellite broadcasts or spillover television. 

Film/video production industry: The more extensive and productive a domestic film 

and video industry in a country, the more likely it is to be able to provide sufficient 

programming to sustain its own television channels and/or contribute to transnational satellite 

channels In the case of India and Hong Kong, the prodigious domestic film and video 

industry has been a source of programming on domestic channels and have also contributed to 

the establishment by their countries of regional commercial channels often via satellite or cable. 

Indonesia which has a relatively smaller and less productive film and video industry, as well as 

a small regional market for its productions, has therefore had difficulty sustaining anything 

more than its domestic cinema and television channels In any case while programming for the 

StarTV channels are sourced worldwide, increasingly they are from the very countries and 

subregions to which these quasi-domestic channels are broadcast 

It might be argued that the more accustomed domestic audiences are to imported 

programming, the more likely they are to accept transnational television via satellite But there 

are a number of caveats to this, because often the imported programming on domestic 

television is dubbed or subtitled and so is more appealing to domestic audiences than 
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transnational programming o f more recent production or even of belter production quality In 

fact where there are locally-produced clones o f all the Western programming genre from soap 

operas to police dramas available on the domestic channels as was the case with Indonesia and 

Hong Kong, then there might be little interest in the foreign programming on the transnational 

channels. I f the domestic channels have no imported programming or else programming o f 

inferior quality and somewhat dated, then the higher-quality and recently-produced 

programming on the transnational broadcaster would be o f great appeal to audiences, as was 

the case o f India in the initial years o f StarTV However, how one defines imported 

programming and locally-produced clones is critical, for though the territories o f Greater 

China were not very dependent on imports from the West and have locally-produced 

programme clones, they were not readily transferable between the constituent territories due to 

minor language and culture variations. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

The inductively-derived analytic framework sketched above is tentative and seeks to 

elucidate the major factors o f the impact o f transnational satellite television in Asia, largely as 

seen by key decision-makers in the region's cultural industries It is qualitative at this point in 

t ime and admittedly not finely defined in its three-point to five-point scales, though it may be 

util ised to derive quantitative relationships by someone so inclined at some later stage. A t this 

stage o f the development o f the analytical framework, the descriptions o f the selected factors 

are perhaps more accurate concerning the urban-metropolitan areas o f each country than as 

generalisations about each country as a whole. However there is reason to believe that even 

the rural and lower socio-economic segments o f these countries are eventually even i f 

indirectly influenced by the availability o f transnational satellite television. Transnational 

satellite television exists and grows not only when it is itself commercially viable, but because 

it is also lucrative to broadcasters, marketers, advertising agencies, programming producers, 

technology suppliers and other players in the cultural industry. What this analytical framework 

seeks to do is demonstrate that no single factor whether it be government regulation, 

economic affluence, language facility, the existence o f cable, lack o f domestic television 

alternatives, and so on is sufficient to explain the impact of transnational satellite television in 

any one country' It is hoped that through such systematic analysis it might be possible in 

future for broadcasters, advertisers, governments and academics to make more reasoned 

decisions vis-a-vis transnational satellite television 
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